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I would urge each one of you who Universe. The reverberation, felt
read or hear this message to lay like music for the glory of God.
down your nets and follow Me. This is
the call to service.
[Note: You can only be subject to
"personal karma” as long as you
To those of you still trying to make a lead a life of division and still retain
good life for yourselves, I would say a sense of "personal life" separate
“I need you most. I cannot wait any from oneness or Christ. In Christ, it
longer. My time is at hand."
is said, there is no karma. Christ is
the vibration of the I AM or One.]
Thus Jesus Sananda calls to you,
and in His call is the frequency of Most of you reading this paper
Seven. This means the Way is made know already that you incarnated
clear and sound has been uttered. In to serve Him and Her at this time.
the Day of this Call, no other call is Yet many are still staying with the
heard.
false life, caught in an illusionary
form and program.
For those of you still carrying around
the weight of' the world, perhaps May I urge you, too, that the "good
uncertain of' which direction you will life" is as much of a trap as the life
take, perhaps embroiled with of toil and torment
personal karma and very much
caught in a third-dimensional Rise to the need of the Universe
conceptional world, I would like to King, to the Incoming Light, and to
urge you to let go. Now is the time to the planetary shift.
serve the Light and the Incoming
Planetary Prince. The joy of His The Call has gone out. Let those
Entrance can be felt all through the who have the ears to hear, hear.
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I have spoken. Trust not the ways
of this world, for the ways of the
world will be denied. Lay down
your baskets, full of fish, and come
follow Me. I need your help.

I was observing people at a
movie theatre as they were
watching a film on the screen.
Suddenly the movie screen
became completely blank and,
as I viewed the blank screen, I
was aware of a telepathic
message vibrating through the
movie screen to the people
watching. The message came
clearly to me, as thoughts very
carefully sent forth, like perfect
units of released thoughtenergy. Although I did not write
the words I received, this is the
message as I recall it:
(This is not a direct quote but a
remembrance of the
transmission.)
This is the "Space Command."
We a r e r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e
Confederacy of Planets within
the solar system. We come as
friends and wish you well. But
we are not pleased with your
actions on this planet.

As we are lifting the veil
between your planet you call
"Earth" and the other planets of
the Confederacy, your actions
do effect all the Confederacy.
Thus we have been sent to stop
- C h r i s t S a n a n d a the contamination of your base
Through Mother Mary's Office of and unnatural laws: the manThe World Mother
made laws that recognize
national sovereignty over and
above the consideration of the
The Vision
planet
as a whole, of the global
Early morning, August 20, 1992,
family
of
which you are a part,
immediately following the preceding
message
and the soon to be understood
federation of planets that is your
Following the writing of the above true government.
"Call," I decided to rest my eyes for
a few minutes before I got up. (It We have been sent to tell you
was still quite early in the morning.) that we (the Confederacy of
No sooner did I close my eyes Planets) can no longer tolerate
when I saw this vision:
continued on page 3
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the mis-use of energy on your planet.
We have come to serve, and may be
considered and likened to your
peacekeeping force within the United
Nations. We are a peacekeeping
force within the Confederacy of
United Planets.
Yo u a r e n o w a p a r t o f t h i s
confederacy within the solar system.
And as this is so, the Solar
Agreements must be yours also, as
we live together to serve in harmony
the One. Please think of us as your
friends.
End of transmission.
---------------------------------

The Earth Band
August 27, 1992, 6:20 AM, at My Center

Arroyo Seco, New Mexico
Transmission: We are setting up an
Earth-band. It is a place where
consciousness can travel. (Following
these words came: There must be no
self-hate!)
The consciousness band is your
relationship to the Great White
Brotherhood. It is a frequency band
of communication and will be helpful
in the days and years to come.
This band is like a circuit of energy
that will transform the Earth
eventually. Language could be
facilitated by this band so there can
be much quicker transmissions.
There would be no language
barriers. (Often it takes seeming
great effort to translate energies
through so that the units of message
can be transmitted and
comprehended from planet to
planet.) This will facilitate the Earth's
Command Headquarters to actually
communicate with all other areas of
command and solar government.

And, it will facilitate
communication between light
stations to Earth in many
dimensions of God's World.
(At this time I was also conscious
of light cities above certain areas,
and I understood that these
wonderful cities of light, that have
been skilfully prepared by the
Great White Brotherhood to assist
in a probable “lift off,” are likened
to soul communities.)
I asked this question: Is the "band"
where the soul communities will
dwell during the time or period of
"lift off"?
Answer: The band is a place to
facilitate interdimensional
communication and travel. The
formation of the band is almost
complete (as of August 27, '92)
and if destruction occurs, then you
will be immediately transported to
this energy-field and lovingly
embraced by your soul brothers.
The passageway into the spiritual
realms is through this band.
And I was shown that the "lifting,"
so called, is much like being asked
- when, you are sitting on a couch
or chair - to lift your feet up so the
vacuum can clean underneath!
Much rehearsal has taken place
already for a lift-off. Did you know
that your surroundings and the
necessary equipment you need to
continue your earth assignment
has been duplicated on this
sphere? Your work will continue
and you will not really leave the
planet!
Throughout the day of 27 August, I
continued to receive instruction
and information. It was
emphasized numerous times the
importance of stressing the light

continued from page 2

body consciousness. As we
study and contemplate the
body of light as our body of
reality, and consciously accept
and work with the program that
there is no death, we are
continually adapting to the
cities of light.
A caution here: Spend little to
no time on wondering if you
have done this right, or should
not have purchased that item,
or worrying over whether you
have made the correct
decision...This will only cause
confusion and result in lack of
inner communication with the
Brotherhood. Stay in tune with
the rhythm of love and light.
Trust in your inner guidance,
your Thought Adjuster, the
Holy Spirit in you, to guide you
arightly. If any mistakes have
been made, the mistakes will
be corrected or adjusted by the
way, the truth and the life. You
trust in the light and the light
will guide you. Do not - at this
time - waste time on remorse.
THERE IS NO MORE TIME
L E F T. T h e c a l l i s n o w.
Sananda has said, This is Zero
Hour.
It is important that all people
understand that the light
body is to be their radiation
belt through which travel will
be actualized from the
dimension they are now
living in, to the new
dimension of planetary
rhythm and complete accord
with the solar government.

The Earth Will
Transform Herself...
August 20, 1992

continued on page 4
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The Earth will transform herself. We
will not know her as she has been. She
is moving into her transformation
rapidly. As part of her transformation
more eruptions, violent weather
storms, will occur as she releases
negative vibrations. Out of this
transformation the light will come. The
key is to work with the light and assist
her (Earth) in her process, much as
your spiritual teacher assists you. For
those of you who can understand this:
You are asked to serve as a midwife to
this rebirthing process of this our
planet.

continued from page 3

sensed, too, that this evacuation
extended beyond the airport
boundaries - deep into the city and
beyond.
Then came the thoughts in my
consciousness: The city of Los
Angeles had been evacuated.
Only a few - very few – remained.
They had refused to go. There had
been sufficient time to warn the
people before the earthquake.
From this vision I urge you all to
keep in touch. Listen to your divine
self, listen to your Voice within.
There is nothing to fear. We are
growing in the light. But, move and
have your being with the planetary
change. All is well. There is only
the need to listen. And remember,
whatever is needed for your earthassignment will always objectify
for you. You do not have to hold on
to person, place or things. God is
one. That is the basis of my vision
for you at this time.

When you have destruction, you
also have building. It is like two
sides of a coin. The balance is
resurrection. The destroyer and the
builder are one. And, as you hold in
your consciousness the vibrating
Law of One: the program of the
Light, you are a builder. And will not
confuse darkness for light, nor find
yourself lost in what is only a falling
away of that that is no longer
needed. For The Christ builds of His We clothe you in light. ("We" is the
planetary Hierarchy and the
own.
Teachers of the Light.)
Now having said this, let me relate to ----------------------------------you another vision which came
recently (July 31,1992, Los Angeles,
The recircuiting of the
California).
children (you) is about to
begin. (given August 28,
I had just flown in to the Los Angeles
1992 by Sananda, Who is
airport (LAX) and, accompanied by a
Planetary Prince.) You will
friend, had just seated myself on the
be beyond the Tempter.
shuttle that was to take me to the car
park. As the shuttle started its motor
Human death is no more.
and slowly eased its way from the
(August 20, 1992)
airport curb, my consciousness shifted
to a future time. I saw the L.A. airport
Study this carefully and
vacant. It was completely deserted.
abide in it: The Priesthood
No traffic, no people. Not even a piece
of Melchizedek is the
of baggage was in sight. It was without
Creator Son in action.
life entirely, vacant. There was an
Once you speak the word,
uncomfortable - an unsettling feeling it is done. To have that
as I looked at this empty airport. I

·

·

·

Creator Son in action,
you must be able to
leave your nets and
follow Him. And in this
w a y, a r e y o u o n e .
- Crystal

·

Deliver them up now
into the light.
(September 11, 1992)

A Message from
Sananda
Focus on the NOW, not on what will
be, In living in the Light World now
you will actualize it and bring it into
alignment with the Earth and her
people. The following is a
command that may be said many
times a day for the next few months:
Be at Peace My creation. All is well.
I stand in the new World of
Light.
I Stand with Christ as the
fullness of my being
I breathe the breath of the New
World
I AM covered with greatness,
empowered by the Holy Spirit
and blessed with radiant health
and abundance.
I AM the Sun awakening the
planet.
I AM the Light within my heart.
I AM that I AM!
In peace and power I reign
supreme,
the Christ returned to Earth
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the temples of luxor and karnak
January 25 & 26, 1993

On January 25th as I stood in front
of the Great Initiation
Temple/Pyramid of Giza, my first
impression was that within it was
cradled the vibration of the Central
Universe. It was as though within its
very walls was the Central
Universe.

This was my first

impression and one that was
solidified in my consciousness as

real and true.
I also then became aware that the
vibration of the Great Pyramid was
that of Melchizedek: divine order of
the One. Here within its walls dwelt
the measurements of the Perfect
Man, order of consciousness known
as "Melchizedek." And this was the
Initiation Temple for all those who
dared risk their mortality for the
radiation of the Perfect Man, Image
and Likeness of God.

So Man might know, this has
remained, I thought to myself. And
contained within the walls was the
secret of that order and the radiant
realms of Melchizedek.
Vibrating - as the records opened for
all humanity - was the truth
centeredness of immortality. All there
was was immortality vibrating as
truth that seemed to sing of itself over
the sands of time into life itself.

We are now ready for these
records, are we not? Can we now
stand with Jesus who is
resurrected?

These words were given the evening
of January 25th as a welcome:

"The blessing of the Light be upon
you...We are fortunate that you are
with us...We have served for a long
time holding the vibration intact...

then reprogrammed into

humanity.
And from this has risen the
New Age.
And from this will emerge also
the immortal, Christed Self,
Melchizedek.

“Let the people of the Earth be at With the Teachings of the Light
peace once again...Melchizedek (the eternal candle or Book of the
North) you learn that as you
claims the physical completely
enter once again the Great
now... We are bathing you in
Pyramid,
the lower forces are
glistening glory of His resurrected
under
the
control and the
Self."
discipline of the
(As I write the above these words
'Higher Self or the Christ Self.
have been added: This initiation is
And the knowledge comes and is
for all mankind.)
understood that your sexual
THOUGHTS INSPIRED FROM THE
TEMPLES OF LUXOR AND KARNAK

energy is to be transmuted into
life.
It is the path to the resurrection.

January 26, 1993

State the Principle and the energy
will follow...
It is important; to direct your energy
within the Creative Power Itself.
Indecisiveness brings chaotic
expression. Value your decisions
more.
They are gods of the Spirit.
So that - each decision is spiritually
based.
There is a Breathing in and a
breathing out within the Cosmos
itself.
There is the rhythm and on this
rhythm stabilization occurs and rich
endeavor is constantly rewarded as
light.
The Energy is based now on a
rhythm - a program - of light. In your
rhythm you have everything you
need.

Mary took the little child Jesus to
Egypt to re-initiate Him into the final
teachings of this Earth system.
Jesus was re-initiated into the
teachings of the Light which was

This is why you never give your
sexual energy away - It must
become your eternal life circuit.

LUXOR EGYPT
A talk given January 26, 1993

All of you or most of you are
probably aware that God has
many ways of expressing HimHerself as government. Here
on this planet this government
has been referred to as the
Hierarchy. And the Hierarchy of
this planet has been a deep
and rich blessing to us because
when the planet was
collapsing, when the Eternal
Flame was withdrawn and the
darkness fell on mankind, a
Being by the name of Sanat
Kumara, who was Lord of
Venus, volunteered to sacrifice
Himself and hold the light. This
constituted a great and divine
order which is maintained to
this day. It was this One Who
continued on page 6
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formed of Himself the Planetary
Hierarchy. It was to be temporary
until the planet could be raised to her
original vibration and the Flame
restored through humanity.

immortality and oneness.
"You are entering a new era for
mankind; a new humanity is
emerging. That of light and love,
that of Creative Power and Divine
Intelligence. And you shall see
much change in this new focus.
Many of you are dwelling in your
light bodies already. Perhaps not
too conscious of this reality, but

A member of this Hierarchy is one
who is called Serapis Bey. This one is
chohan of the Fourth Ray and
resides over the Temple of Luxor and
Karnak. (The Fourth Ray is the
cosmic ray of purity, of divine you are threading golden
discipline, of eternal life.) This strands of divine light."
beloved one says: I glorify the Angel
A MEDITATION
in you. And I awaken the Christ. I

glorify all that is beautiful, all that is
wonderful, all that is Christ Now relax into the divine energy I
Consciousness in you.

AM. Let the past program of death
and disease and decay simply pass

Serapis Bey is "Chief' of this area and
his authority rests in the Ascension
Flame that is kept alive within this
Temple as a field of energy vibrating
and beckoning.

from your consciousness. And let the
full measure of My light be upon you,
as we all together breathe in and

We who are gathered here this
evening are invited by this one into
that glorious vibration. I am privileged
to interpret for you his words of
greeting and eternal wisdom.
"I am very happy to be with you. I am
very happy to have you here. I am
Serapis Bey, Watchkeeper of this
area and I bid you welcome.
"I draw you ever closer to the Father
when I speak, for I have naught but to
give you the good news that you are
perfect already. You have the divinity
that is the GodSeIf, which is the very
mirror of the Image and Likeness.
"Let us be still now as we go into the
light. And if you can, envision yourself
being invited into this beautiful
Ascension Flame: this Flame of
Grace, God's Grace. This lifting
power of the universe. This Flame of

have everything you could
possibly need.
Often you think of supply as
financial abundance. But I say
to you this: life is everything.
And God is your supply as you
turn inward and claim it: the I
AM THAT I AM. Let Me stretch
you even further now that you
can see the limitless horizon.
Fasten into this way of thinking
- that there is nothing you
cannot accomplish in Me, in the
light of your own resurrection,
in the GodSelf. Stretch your
consciousness. Let it expand
and expand. Let it fly if it will to
the very ends and horizons that
you know and are comfortable
with…Then go further, deeper
within you, to the vast and
limitless horizon of My Be-ing:
Truth and Light….Fasten into
this place of divine oneness.
Here in this region, begin to
experience the true life I AM:
the sacred heart of your being
as I.

out the glory of this Ascension
Flame that has been given to us
this evening. Let the old program
of death, disease and decay
simply leave your consciousness
as you exhale. Knowing that it has
d e p a r t e d f r o m y o u a l r e a d y,
breathe all I AM into your seven
bodies of - light.
There is nothing I would not
give you if you claim this place
Let go of all mortal thoughts. You within. There is nothing I would
contaminate the Earth when you not do for you; for in this place
think and feel out of alignment, and we are one. Your thoughts
you are no longer in the one. Stay become My thoughts.
fixed, dear ones, to the star, that is
your consciousness light. Stay Priests and priestesses all,
fixed in the reality of the very truth stand ready to claim the vast
of your being. Send light out now - horizons of your being. Lift your
like a star radiation - through your spirits now and walk as Christ
c o n s c i o u s a w a r e n e s s , y o u r walked uninhibited by the life
agreement in My Son. Simply let you see. You walk in grace.
go of all mortal thoughts. Breathing And it is through this grace
out all that is not, stand in that I AM. Here in this place
sacredness, the divinity that is you transfigure the Earth
your true self. Remember that and you remember it as it
God is life. And in this life, you
continued on page 7
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really is, in light.
Through you I come. It is through your
consciousness I will transfigure this
Earth. It is through your life energy I
will make new worlds. Stand ready to
receive.
Let go of all mortal thoughts, all
confining thoughts and fears. Let go of
hesitation for My love stretches out to
you as infinite supply, as infinite
manifestation, as Supreme Be-ing.
Let the sacredness take over your
person. I supply My own. Let the
sacredness that is your be-ing - your
very breath - the true expression who
you are confined not by outer worlds,
begin to express as God within: the
Eternal Flame. And let this light so
burn - as the Eternal Flame is once
again triggered to light the world. New
energy.
Shall you live in light? There is no
death here. Your body is governed by
your consciousness - you are in a state
of grace now - and the glorious
resurrected Son, who is golden hue
upon the many bodies.

the no death program. Examples through you, I agreed. Will you
of Truth.
agree also?
If you agree to be among the first to
enter this program of vibrant
energy, your agreement will set in
motion a new life energy for this
planet. You will be working for the
environment, for peace, for joy.
And your agreement will trigger the
light within your body cells. Your
agreement into this program of life
permits a new light on this planet.
That agreement to go first actually
triggers the light. What you accept
to yourself will be for all humanity.
You are the program as you accept
it. You are the light as you agree. It
is a new birth of a new humanity: a
deathless race. You have entered
a new era of consciousness. And
this is the creation of a new circuit
of energy for all the planet. We
want you to be the first. Take that
step!
When one individual - rhythm of
perfect life - walks truth and lives it,
then all benefit to the degree they
are able. Divine Principle lived as
Truth cannot be denied. It is. And
that truth is entered into the Record
of the planet, embodied as rhythm
and as law. It is written and
recorded as consciousness, active
and available to all.

Thus you command the elements and
you restore your body to light. This
needs your agreement. You must
agree, for you are free-will creatures in
My kingdom. Come to your agreement
and I shall light this Earth through you. When the one we call Jesus, Son
Like a star you will glow and have your of God, emerged victorious
through death, human beings on
being in Me as I AM.
this planet Earth also emerged
victorious.
Give up death, My children.

If you agree…
If you agree to release the old program
of death, disease and decay, you will
be helping all humanity: this Earth and
every child upon it. You are invited to
be examples of this light. Examples of

So here, in this beautiful
vibration of ascension...in
Luxor…we are blessed. . Take
as much of this vibration as you
can. Breathe it. And as you can,
agree to walk as examples of
light. Because in truth as the
veil of our own consciousness
is lifted and we can see, we
dwell on the resurrection plane.
We dwell in the land of light.
In this land we see things whole
and universally. We see things
in a way that we have never
seen them before. We are
conscious of a whole new
plane of life. And this is the land
of the free.
The Presence always testifies
to Itself as I AM.
And so think it over, friends.
And if you like the idea and it
seems to be something that
you would like to do, then let Me
know about it…And if you
agree, then I will trigger the
light. And you will resurrect your
body consciously in full
agreement with My Son's Life
in you.

We, your brothers and sisters in
the light, unseen and seen, will
help you all we can because we
want you to shine and
experience with us the golden
Thus when the Father said to me, h u e o f o u r S a v i o u r ' s
Crystal, It would please Me most if Consciousness.
you would give up death on this
planet. Give it up. For My Son has The body is to begin its
implanted you with life. Live His ascension now. Be clothed in
resurrection now. Death is erased light.
from this planet. I will glorify Myself - Crystal
Page 7

lIVING WITH PERFECTION
The Earth Is My Body
And as My body it is expressing My
perfection, My perfect union with
all life.

in bondage by human thought. I
AM released thought from My
God consciousness.
Each
thought released in Me
manifests as perfection. I AM
the seed of Myself, a growing
tree of My Be-ing. Lovingly I
extend Myself to you as you. My
child, why not enter My world of

THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS NO. 118

The City Of God
The moment you are in is
1
perfect. Be there with Me.
The minute you agree with
this, you are living with
perfection as perfection. The
power is in your agreement
and acknowledgment of the
divine flow of God in you as
you. Without God you are
nothing. That is the divine
truth of Be-ing. Where I AM
you are. Be still and know
that I AM God within you and
as you do this, you are That.

I AM all there is in truth. My world is
divine, all-perfect. I AM in the world as
I AM. Every rock and stone, every
particle of dust or sand is of Me. There perfection?
is no other. As you come to the place
White Magic
of reality or the Kingdom of God, there
I AM much like a brilliant Sun vibrating Based in the Kingdom of God you
are living in a state of perfection, for
My essence as who I AM.
God/Truth is expressing all of the
Exercise your awareness by seeing time. There is no other. The Sun is
Me, feeling Me in all life. See My world s h i n i n g , c a s t i n g i t s r a y s o f You establish a rhythm by
intelligence upon all life, agreeing
as I do, without shame.
your belief. This rhythm
with all life as its own perfection.

Turn the key. Open the door of
freedom and Christ awareness.
The Christ is the Sun as beholder
and believer. Stand in the Sun, the
very center and the core where I
AM. We will blaze forth together
the Master Ray of Intelligence that
sends forth of itself all I AM.
Glad I AM that you have to come to
Me. Within Me, you are complete.
Without Me, you are nothing. This
is My Word. Now shine forth My
glory.

Come Home
I invite you into the Kingdom of
Truth, the Kingdom of God. I
release you from all ties to
mortality. Come Home. In Me you
h a v e e v e r y t h i n g . Yo u h a v e
perfection. I AM perfection. Seek
Me out of yourself. I send My

releases a road, a pathway,

There is no neglect or
by which I travel as My Beforgetfulness here! This radiance

ing expressing I AM. Set up
of the Sun or KINGDOM OF
the rhythm now. Be clothed
GOD is forever shining as
with Spirit. Be lighted!
perfection. It is a state of Be-ing.
These are words of Power.
Are you one of those people What has been given is an
who is always trying to perfect electrical circuit to the God
something, someone, even Center where you and I are
yourself? In the Kingdom, God is One as God Be-ing. I love
the perfection and there is no other. you. Now take up that love
You don't have to perfect anything and come Home to the place
or anyone, including yourself, I have provided out of
because you are living with Myself. I love you. Come to
perfection, experiencing perfection that place of love, joy and
within yourself and all around you.
Be-ing. Live that I might live.
You are in the Kingdom of God
So
let it Be that I have
where the life is already perfect
and the path is that of enjoying and spoken to you as My child of
partaking and participating in the l i g h t . G o b a c k t o t h e
beginning where all things
perfection I AM.
were made by a state of
Come to that place within yourself. grace and love. Joy in Me. I
I know you can. You are already have the Spirit to contain you
there! Right?
and be you.

thoughts to you that you might
walk with Me.
Each one is loved in the creative
I AM the living perfection of Myself.
I AM not constricted nor AM I held

power of My own being.

I

Me = the higher state of
consciousness I call the "I AM."

continued on page 9
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lIVING WITH PERFECTION
The Kingdom Of God
What you think is already yours in
the Kingdom of God.
How blessed are they who return
Home to feel the warmth of the Giving
Sun upon their shoulders, hearts,
minds and souls. You will not stumble
in Me. You have been given sure
steps in My walk. You have been
given the way. It is the Melchizedek
order. And defined through Jesus through many eons - it is My light
upon the path. Reclaim that light and
enter through the gates of welcome
into My Kingdom of divine perfection.
I AM you!

continued from page 8

The Kingdom of Truth is the
magical mountain to which you
ascend as I AM. It is in the
magical moment of your
realization that you are the Sun
projecting yourself into
creation, as you vibrate as
consciousness of the Sun (God
in expression as you or one with
you). You are the perfect unit of
Being reflecting YOU as perfect
creation l AM! How magical this
mountain is! What glory awaits
each moment! And what joyful
experience!

How wonderful to be with God
Aren't you tired of living separately, every moment, to feel God's
without Me? Why, man, do you want breath as your breath! How
to suffer when I can give you peace of blessed!

mind?

Let your gratitude well up
through your thankful heart as
creative power! The Mother
Spirit awaits your gratitude and
your thankful heart that She
may project Her radiance as

The Kingdom of God is the
Kingdom of Truth revealing itself
as the nature of God the Creator of
all life. It is through this creation as
the Kingdom that you can
experience perfection as the whole perfect creation, divine perfection
in expression now.
expression of a world of light.

#22-50 & 51 The Intelligent Energy
series: A thrust into a new way of life
where the old dimensional laws have
no power and no authority; This is it
new dimension of authority. Released
through the consciousness of
deserving or earning. The Melchizedek and Creator Michael. It is
Kingdom is Unconditional Love a testament to a new life, tranquil and
acting upon itself. It is a giving,
Stand at the core of Being. Look unquestioning and unjudging Supreme. 60 min & 90 min.
around you. What do you see? place to Be.
This is the message that I have for
you today: that you can receive My
perfect expression through which I
live and have My Being, through
which you live in Me as a citizen in the
Kingdom of My Sun. When My light
shines, there is no other. Behold I AM
the light! And in this beholding you are
one with the light. For in the light, I AM.

Why all is in perfect order, is it not?
DIVINE ORDER. There is only
harmony, perfection agreeing with
itself. No disorder can exist in
Me… not in the Kingdom where I
AM.

In the Kingdom of God there are
no
awards. Why not?
Because there is only One. I AM
That. The mountain has been
reached. The Kingdom is the
magic of the living Sun. It is living
in perfection without doing ,

Can you live with Me, with
perfection, in this place of love http://shop.melchizedeklearning.c
and light? Then as the master om/category.sc?categoryId=28
Jesus once said, "Take up your
bed and walk."
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